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Introduction
Matrix transposition is a fundamental matrix operation of linear algebra [8, 14] and arises in many scientific and engineering applications. On a uniprocessor, an algorithm involving a transposed matrix may not actually require the matrix data to be transposed in physical memory.
Instead, it may be accessed simply by exchanging the row and column indices. However, in a distributed-memory multiprocessor environment, we cannot simply interchange the global row and column indices. Instead, the data must be physically moved from one processor to another.
Transposition of a matrix is a redistribution of its elements. Many researchers have con- Bo [lo] presented an algorithm for a Boolean n-cube, or hypercube.
Current advanced architecture computers possess hierarchical memories in which accesses
to data in the upper levels of the memory hierarchy (registers, cache, and/or local memory) are faster than those in lower levels (shared or off-processor memory). To exploit the power of such machines, block-partitioned algorithms are preferred for dense linear algebra computations, in which operations are performed on submatrices, rather than individual matrix elements. In distributing matrix data over processors we therefore assume a block scattered decomposition [4, 6] . The block scattered decomposition can reproduce the most common data distributions used in dense linear algebra, as described briefly in the next section.
In this paper, the parallel matrix transpose algorithms are presented based on the block scattered decomposition. The algorithms are implemented on the Intel Touchstone Delta computer. The communication schemes of the algorithms are determined by the greatest common divisor (GCD,) of the number of rows and columns ( P and Q ) of the processor template. If P and Q are relatively prime, the matrix transpose algorithm involves complete exchange communication. This is called all-to-all personalized communication, in which each of Np = P . Q processors is required to send distinct subblocks to each of the remaining Np -1 processors, and receive distinct subblocks from each of them. Bokhari and Berryman [2] have developed binary exchange and quadrant exchange algorithms on a circuit switched mesh, where P and Q are powers of 2. The complete exchange communication in our transpose algorithms arises for any processor configuration, and is not limited to the case where P and Q are powers of 2. We implemented the complicated two-dimensional complete exchange communication problem by generalizing the one-dimensional complete exchange communication based on direct point-to-point communication. Details are discussed in Section 3.1.
We have presented the Parallel Universal Matrix Multiplication Algorithms (PUMMA) in [5] for TT + P C ) .
Design Issues
The way in which an algorithm's data are distributed over the processors of a concurrent computer has a major impact on the load balance and communication characteristics of the concurrent algorithm, and hence largely determines its performance and scalability. The block scattered decomposition provides a simple, yet general-purpose way of distributing a blockpartitioned matrix on distributed memory concurrent computers. In the block scattered decomposition, described in detail in [4, 6] , an M x N matrix is partitioned into blocks of size r x s , and blocks separated by a fixed stride in the column and row directions are assigned to the same processor. If the stride in the column and row directions is P and Q blocks respectively, then we require that P . Q equal the number of processors, Np. Thus, it is useful to imagine the processors arranged as a P x Q mesh, or template. The processor at position ( p , q ) (0 5 p < P , 0 5 q < Q) in the template is assigned the blocks indexed by, subblocks to transmit.
The binary exchange scheme completes in rlog,P1 steps and the amount of data transmitted in each step is fixed at 2i'0g2p1-1 subblocks, where P is the number of processors. The rotating scheme can avoid network congestion, but requires P -1 steps and the amount of data transmitted in the initial steps is large. In the direct point-to-point communication scheme, the number of steps is the same in the rotating scheme, but the amount of data transmitted in each step is only one subblock.
The three schemes have been implemented on 16 nodes of the Delta and their performances are compared in Figure 2 . The binary exchange and the rotating schemes are implemented with an odd-even communication scheme, which is preferable to a simultaneous communication scheme on the Delta [5, 11] . In this algorithm, odd-numbered processors send their own blocks and even-numbered processors receive them in the first step, and even-numbered processors send and odd-numbered processors receive in the next step. On P = 2d processors, as shown in Figure 2 , the binary exchange scheme is the fastest. However, if P is not a power of 2, then this scheme becomes very complicated and may be slower than the direct communication scheme.
The direct communication scheme is about 20% slower than the binary exchange scheme for the worst case ( P = 2 d ) , but it is simple to implement on an arbitrary number of processors.
We adopted the simple direct communication scheme for the implementation of the matrix transpose algorithms, which are explained in detail in the next section. 
Matrix Transpose Algorithms
We assume that a matrix is distributed over a two-dimensional processor mesh, or template, so that in general each processor has several blocks of the matrix as shown in Figure 3 (a), where a matrix with 12 x 12 blocks is distributed over a 2 x 3 template. Denoting the least common multiple of P and Q by L C M , we refer to a square of LCM x L C M blocks as an L C M block. Thus, the matrix may be viewed as a 2 x 2 array of LCM blocks, as shown in Figure 3 (b). The concept of the LCM block was introduced in [5] , and is very useful for implementing algorithms that use a block scattered data distribution. Blocks belong to the same processor if their relative locations are the same in each square L C M block. An algorithm may be developed for the first LCM block, and then it can be directly applied to the other L C M blocks, which all have the same structure and the same data distribution as the first L C M block. That is, when an operation is executed on a block of the first LCM block, the same operation can be done simultaneously on other blocks, which have the same relative location in each L C M block. We now describe parallel matrix transpose algorithms. A matrix A, distributed over a P x Q processor template, has Mb x Na blocks and each block consists of T x s elements, where r and s are arbitrary. Figure 4 (a) shows an example of a matrix transpose on a 2 x 3 template. If A is transposed, the transposed matrix AT is distributed over the same P x Q template] and it has Nb x Mb blocks and each block has s x T elements. The elements of each block remain in the same block, but may be in a different processor, and each block is itself transposed. Figure 4 (b) shows the same example from the processor point-of-view. If P and Q are relatively prime, as shown in the figure, blocks in the first processor Po are scattered to all processors. As shown in Figure 5 , which is the same example on a 3 x 3 square template, the blocks in each processor are not dispersed, but they are moved as one entity to a different processor. Parallel matrix transpose algorithms for the block scattered data distribution have several communication patterns determined by the greatest common divisor (GCD) of P and Q-
(in condensed and transposed form) ] 
P and Q : relatively prime
We start with the simple case where P and Q are relatively prime, i. e. GCD = 1. In this case blocks in Po are scattered to all processors after being locally transposed as shown in starts to transpose blocks whose transposed blocks belong to itself. Then it deals with blocks whose transposition are in processors in the same column of the template (P(p-i, q ) , 0 5 i < P ) . The processor sends blocks to its top neighbor, P ( p -1 , Q), and receives blocks from its bottom neighbor, P ( p + 1, q ) . Before sending the blocks, it is necessary to copy the blocks to be sent into a contiguous message buffer. Next it sends blocks to the next top processor, P ( p -2, q ) , and receives blocks from the next bottom processor, P ( p + 2, q ) .
After it completes its operations with the processors in the same column, it sends blocks to the processors to the left in the template ( P ( p -i , q -l), 0 5 i < P ) , and receives blocks from the processors to the right ( P ( p + i , q + 1)). All operations are completed in P x Q = L C M steps.
We interpret the algorithm from the matrix point-of-view. In the first LCM block, the above algorithm performs the operation by transposing one (wrapped) diagonal blocks at one step.
(Actually the algorithm transposes every LCM diagonal blocks of the matrix at each step.)
The first step of the algorithm in Figure 6 requires no explicit communication. It corresponds \* Deterimine K-th diagonal block to transpose *\ 
END DO END DO where x = start + intv . y, y = 0 , 1 , . . ., and x can't exceed limit.
to an in-place transpose of the diagonal blocks of A ( A ( i , i ) ) (See Fig. 7(a) ). Then every P 1,2) ), and receives from P4 (P(1, l)), and so on. The pseudocode for the algorithm from the matrix point-of-view is shown in Figure 8 . Processors need to determine a diagonal block of A ( A ( i , j),MOD(j -i , L C M ) = I<) which they start to transpose in the outer J loop in order to communicate with other processors in the same row of the template.
The two lines before the inner DO-loop compute the value of K .
P and Q : not relatively prime
In the previous section, we have investigated the case when Y and Q are relatively prime, which involves complete exchange communication. In this section we consider the case of GGD > 1.
The former algorithm is a special case (GCD = 1) of this algorithm. , i ) , then it cominunicates with other processors, whose vertical and horizontal intervals are GCD from P (F, 6).
[ Copy to T1 (in condensed and transposed form) all blocks of A diagonal blocks a t one step, so that the transposition is done in one step. Processors are split into GCD groups of processors, and a processor P ( p , q ) belongs to a group g if it has the same value of g = MOD(q -p , GCD). Processors in a group g send and receive their blocks to other processors in another group g' = MOD (GCD -g, GCD) . The operations of each group can be overlapped.
The problem is interpreted from the matrix point-of-view. In general, for transposing the k-th diagonal block of A ( A ( i , j ) , MOD(j -i , L C M ) = k), a group of processors g k = MOD(k,GCD) send the blocks to another group g i = MOD(GCD -g k , GCD). Since the operations are overlapped over different groups of processors, processors transpose GCD diagonal blocks simultaneously. So, the matrix can be transposed with LCMIGCD steps. For the extreme case of P = Q = G C D = 3 as shown in Figure 13 , processors transpose 3 (= GCD) diagonal blocks a t one step. That is, the transposition is done in one step. A processor Pip, q ) exchanges data with processor P ( q , p ) . The pseudocode of the algorithm from the matrix point-of-view is shown in Figure 14 . The code includes the case of G C D = 1.
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Results
In this section we present performance results of the parallel matrix transpose algorithms on First, we considered how, for a fixed number of processors Np = P x Q , performance depends on the configuration of the processor template. Some typical results are presented in Table 1 for a fixed number of processors. In the test, the block size is fixed at 5 x 5 elements. It may be seen that the template configuration does have some effect on performance. The performance difference is between 19 and 24 %. For rectangular templates with different aspect ratios, the algorithm prefers those with small Q to those with small P . On the Delta, communication speed along vertical links seems faster than along horizontal links. gives performance of assembly-coded matrix multiplication. Numbers in parentheses represent efficiency compared with the performance on 1 processor. Performance per node is shown in Table 3 . The 1 x 1 template gives the performance of the assembly-coded level 3 BLAS matrix multiplication routine for the two cases A . B and A" . B". Processors have about 85% efficiency for A B, and 87% for AT . B" if P = Q = 16.
The routines perform better on templates for which P # Q. Processors achieve about 89%, and 93% of efficiency for each case if P and Q are relatively prime.
Conclusions and Remarks
We have presented parallel matrix transpose algorithms based on the block scattered decomposition. 'The algorithms have good performance for arbitrary processor configurations on the Intel Delta computer.
If P and Q are relatively prime, the transpose routine involves complete exchange communication on a two-dimensional template. We have approached this complicated problem with a direct point-to-point communication scheme (see Section 2). When P and Q are not relatively prime (GCD > 1), the processors' operations are overlapped over different groups, so that only LCMIGCD communications are required.
In our Fortran implementation, we assume that the first dimension of the matrix may be different from the number of rows of the matrix in a processor. Even when P = Q, the processor needs to copy blocks of A to a communication buffer before sending, and copy the received buffer to blocks of C after receiving.
The parallel matrix transpose algorithms have been combined with matrix multiplication routines. The integrated routines comprise a general-purpose matrix multiplication package, called PUMMA [5] , for MIMD message-passing computers. The package has good performance for a wide range of decomposition parameters, that is, its performance depends weakly on processor configuration and block size.
The PUMMA package is currently available only for double precision real data, but will be implemented in the near future for other data types, i.e., single precision real and complex, and double precision complex. 'To obtain a copy of the software and a description of how to use it, send the message "send pumma from misc" to netlib9ornl.gov.
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